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This Master's Degree Project is an investigation o f  the shifts in the perception o f  the 

world and the understanding o f  meaning that have resulted from the mass media's 

penetration into reality. The prominent position o f  visual images in postmodern 

consumer culture has resulted in a cultural condition o f  hyperreality-the simultaneous 

existence o f  real and unreal. Through a critical essay and the design o f  a mixed-use 

office for Wallpaper magazine, the project examines significant issues surrounding 

the role o f  the mass media in this shift, and investigates architectural strategies for 

a hyperreal culture. The critical essay provides the theoretical basis for the architectural 

intervention through: an analysis o f  the  relationship between mass media and 

consumption; an interpretation of  how mass media images create hyptrreality; the 

architectural implications of  hyperreality; and the status of meaning amidst these 

developments. This essay proposes that an understanding of the difference between 

the real and the hyperreal, and how they function together, is where new meaning 

can bc found in contemporary architecture, The architectural intervention seeks to 

reveal this meaning through the blurring of conventional boundaries, the elevation 

of experience, transforming the everyday into spectacle, and dernystifting the procuscs 

of the mass media and image creation, 
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T H E  C O N D I T I O N  
[introduction] 

The mass media has come to  define progress in contemporary culture through the 

mechan ism of continuous widespread dissemination o f  visual images. Geraldine E. Forsberg 

observes that twentieth century culture: 
'is going through a dramatic and revolutionary period o f  transition, 
Increasingly, we are recognizing that a major factor behind this cultural 
transformation is the shift in our dominant forms of communication: 
the movement away from a print-based culture toward an image- 
immersed culture An underlying reason for [this] dramatic change is the 
proliferation of images. Images bombard us daily. -.[M]ass-produced, 
technologized images flood the modern mind.' (Forsberg 1993, 3-4) 

Rapidly changing images, in  the form o f  advertising, packaging, publishing, and television, 

mediate our lives in a culture where development is associated with newness, and the 

media is an inescapable part of everyday life. The poet Paul Valery predicted that "[jlust as 

water, gas and electricity are brought into our houses from far o f f  to satisfy our needs in 

response to minimal effort, so we shall be supplied with visual or auditory images-' (cited 

from Harvey 1989,346), foreseeing the ease with which we access the media, and the way 

in which it has become as much a part o f  our lives as that which is necessary to satisfy our 

basic human needs. The ultimate purpose o f  the prominence of the image is t o  invoke 

desire and subsequent consumption on a mass scale. The consumption o f  market goods 

allows for participation in the seductive virtual world portrayed in the media, thereby 

validating and perpetuating the media's influence, 

The prominence o f  the image in contemporary culture is an extension o f  the postmodern 

condition that we exist within- Hal Foster defines a critical postmodem position which 

proposes that reality is constituted by our representation o f  i t  Postmodern representation 

'...embrac[es] the language of commerce and the commodity,.' (Harvey 1989,7-8) and is 

most pervasively dispersed as mass media images- 
'Poststructuralist postmodernism-.rests on a critique of representation; 
it seeks to undermine the referential status o f  visual imagery, and with it, 
its claim to represent reality as it really is, whether this be the surface 
appearance o f  things (realism) orsome ideal order lying behind or beyond 
appearance (abstraction). Postmodernist artists demonstrate that this 
'reality', whether concrete or abstract, is a fiction, produced and sustained 
by its cultural representation.' (Foster 1985) 

If reality is constituted by representation, and oneof the postmodem means o f  representation 

is the mass media image, then reality in a postmodern condition is composed largely by 

the mass media. Reality is abstracted by the media into an image which is able t o  affect 

physical and perceptual understanding anywhere that it is witnessed. Representation can 
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take many different forms, allowing for multiple perspectives fmm many authors, resulting 

in the lack of  a conclusive or permanent definition of reality. 

The 'real' has conventionally been understood as something existing physically in the world, 

or as something intangible which is authentic, factual, or genuine. Poststructuralist thought 

states that representation defines what is real, resulting in a condition o f  a relative reality 

and the elevation o f  the means over the ends. As a consequence o f  our image-based 

culture, we are existing in 'Baudrillard's world of the hyperreal, and the infinite simuiacrum, 

the abstract, compulsive innovation of signs: arbitrary but perpetual, empty but brilliant' 

(Faurschou 1987) Hyperreality is the condition of our media influenced culture, where 

images exist simultaneously as real and unreal. An image is unreal because it is constructed: 

physically altered with a manufactured context However, the desire invoked by these 

images is very real; it can be sensed, described, and acted upon. Images have an essence of 

tangibility because they are derived from a physical source and become intensely familiar 

through the media. The addition o f  the cultural representation of  the image to reality as 

we have conventionally understood it forms hypeneality. Mass media, consumption, and 

the postmodern condition all contribute to the formation o f  hypeneality; a combination of 

real and unreal composing a third perception o f  the world. 

A shift in the perception o f  the world and the determination of  meaning has occurred as a 

result of the mass media's penetration into reality. The objective o f  this essay will be an 

exploration o f  this hyperreal perceptual shift as it reiates to architectural experience and 

production; that is, how we experience existing buildings and interpret architectural 

discourse, and how we design buildings in this new world with new possibilities. An 

investigation into how the hypeneal cultural condition has become established will be 

accomplished through an analysis of  the relationship between mass media and consumption 

and the determination of  how images create hyperreality. The implications for architectural 

representation in a hyperreal condition will be identified, along with the status of  the 

meaning of  design in this condition- A position for the experience of a critical architecture 

within this new context o f  hyperreality will be determined, as well as a strategy for its 

production. The objective o f  this Master's Degree Project is to work within the condition 

of hypeneality through a critical engagement, rather than by proposing an alternative. 
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M A S S  M E D I A  C O N S U M P T I O N  

"It is only shallow people who do not judge by appearances, The hue mystery of the 
wortd is the visible, not the invisible." 

Oscar Wilde, The Pidure of Dorian Gray 
(cited from Finklestein 1 99 1, 1 ) 

Mass media have become prominent in late twentieth century culture because of their 

connection to our consumer culture, This has allowed mass media images to gain enough 

influencc in our lives to  shape our perception o f  the world into one that is hyperreal. It is 

a symbiotic relationship: images witnessed through the mass media invoke consumption, 

and the urge to consume is exploited by the media. Consumer desire, the search for 

identity, and the speed with which images are introduced, cor;sumed, and replaced, all fuel 

this relationship. The appropriation o f  images into the mass media process requires that 

they be ubiquitous and accessible to influence consumer desire on a mass scale, and be 

connected to products as a mechanism of driving consumer culture, The close association 

between media image and consumer product is most clearly demonstrated through the 

example o f  fashion. 

desire and the search for identity 

Mass media images are created with the intention o f  establishing and commodifying a 

desirable lifestyle image, Consumption is facilitated by the mass media linking the image 

to  the consciousness, and unconsciousness, o f  the consumer. We feel inadequate without 

owning the products whose images we are bombarded with. In addition, a world that is 

increasingly virtual has created a desire t o  own the physical object that one has only 

previously witnessed in the mass media. The media can fetishize any object, and make 

people believe they cannot live without it, because media is our contemporary system of 

legitimacy. Consumption is a way to vaIidate our own unique identity in a world 

characterized by anonymity. 

The identification o f  a person's, or group's, attitude, values, social position, or personality is 

primarily facilitated by appearance and is usually accomplished non-verbally. The notion 

o f  appearance is evident through a combination o f  our physical bodies and the material, 

consumer objects that we choose to surround ourselves with. The proliferation of stylized 

consumer objects has led to social position being determined by what one consumes, with 

product. becoming representative o f  the individual. The glorification o f  the image has 

resulted in a cultural situation where, rather than humans attaching significance to the 

product, the product now gives us significance. Media, image, and identity converge in 

the event o f  shopping, the action associated with desire, Through shopping we can construct 
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the lifestyle that the media tells us we want, verifying us through what we buy. Shopping 

allows people to live a fantasy. 

A continuous onsfaught of new product images implies that identity is a construct, to be 

produced, experimented with, and modified at will. Different identities can be manufactured 

for different situations, all contributing to the total configuration of self image. The term 

'image' has two different meanings: an immaterial visual item distributed through the 

mass media; or a symbolic social identity. The mass media offers a collection of images (in 

the sense o f  the former) associated with desirable connotations of  prestige, status, wealth, 

quality, or rarity, which are used to compose a personal, lifestyle, collective, or corporate 

image (in the sense o f  the latter). The symbolic image situates a person in social terms, as 

a social object acknowledged by participation or membership in personal relations. The 

search for image is what drives consumption, with the mass media serving as the link 

between identity and consumption. An image-based identity is constructed through the 

mass media, just as the condition o f  hyperreality is. The media therefore provides a way 

for us to exist as individuals in the world. 

the image cycle 

As significant as the variety of  sources of  visual imagery is the speed with which images 

are introduced, consumed, and replaced. The perceptual shift related to the prominence of 

the mass media has resulted in the public's subliminal acceptance of  an image cycle that 

moves at a quicker pace than physical objects could actually be desired, purchased, 

consumed, and then the proccss repeated. The image cycle is fueled by continually 

challenging the status quo. We are constantly seduced by new images appealing to our 

senses, aesthetic taste, or desired personal identity. The death of an image occurs when it 

loses its m t g a r d e  quality; its ability to challenge. Images rapidly become ubiquitous, 

losing their sense o f  uniqucncss, and consequently, their desirability, resulting in a demand 

for novel replacements. 

As a result o f  the rapid image cycle, functional products are discarded when consumers 

crave the images o f  new products disseminated through the mass media. Products are 

prematurely obsolete in  a society trained by the mass media t o  become bored easily. There 

is an underlying sense o f  frustration'inhtrent in  the image proccss, because we think we 

are satisfied with our current identity until a new image is introduced to challenge it The 

image cycle creates new commodity images for the public t o  emulate at a quicker pace 

than people can consume them, As a result, people experience a constant discomfort from 

not having the newest or the 'best' products. The discomfort experienced in the image 

cycle drives consumer culture. 
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fashion and hyperreality 

'Fashion' is most often associated with clothing design, but can refer to many different 

kinds of material and non-material cultural products 'such as painting, sculpture, music, 

drama, architecture, dancing, and household decoration.' (Blumer 1995) The word 'fashion' 

is derived fram the Latin factio, meaning making or doing, and faccrc, meaning to make or 
do, Facere is also the root o f  the word 'fetish'. The active original sense o f  the word 

'fashion' indicates that fashion is intentional, to be used to create something outside o f  

itself. 'ktish' relates to the idea of  fashion as the possession of, and obsession for, desirable 

objects- Fashion, as a cultural phenomenon, is distinguished by rapid change, media 

dissemination, and consumer desire, According to this definition, the mass media image is 

a fashion item. Fashion has the ability to transcend utility; its significance is found in its 

capacity to communicate meaning through media images in a way that mere clothing 

does n o t  

Fashion possesses a 'double function.,-mask and marker-by which the surface layer a t  

once bonds the individual to a group and detaches this group from others. This duplicity 

intensifies as the shared surface that sustains each such collective identity on the outside 

at the same time maintains individual identities-,' (Wigley 1995, 172-3) The symbolic 

image is used to set one apart from the masses and also to ensure membership among the 

fashionable elite; it is paradoxicaliy about individuality and acceptance. This image paradox 

can be negotiated through participation in fashion, as the perpetual innovation and variety 

of  choices inherent in fashion allow a person to find a unique niche within a constantly 

shifting range o f  acceptability. 

Fashion is a hyperreal concept; it is simultaneously the clothing we wear or the objects we 

buy and the identity we crave. It is real because it causes an action and is based on 

commodities, and unreal because its mechanism of  invoking desire is through continuously 

evolving images. The true existcncc of fashion is in the mass media; this is where fashion 

is created, actualized through the desire of  its consumers-The realization of  fashion occurs 

most frequently in the act o f  purchasing similar, less expensive designs, and in the marketing 

of the haute couture image to sell affordable designer items-perfume and underwear. 

Few people have access to the fashions they see in  magazines or on television, so on a 

mass cultural scale, fashion remains in the immaterial world of the media. Only the mass 

media can remain current with the rapid changes that characterize fashion. 
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H Y P E R R E A L  I M A G E S  

Mass media necessitates t h e  transformation o f  objects into images. This involves 

disembodiment, or the loss o f  physicality, which allows for  the image to be transferred and 

disseminated through the media- The separation o f  the image from its physical source 

enables the modification o f  the image to represent the author's desired intentions. These 

processes elevate the signifier above the signified, enhancing reality through the seduction 

o f  the image, and signal the perceptual displacement o f  the object from the real t o  the 

hyperreal. 

Photography is the primary mechanism through which object becomes image, 
'For Oliver Wendell Holrnes, photography signaled the beginning o f  a 
t ime when the 'image would become more important than the object 
itself, and would in fac t  make the object disposablel Holmes foresaw a 
time when surfaces would be routinely appropriated %om any conceivable 
source, and would then take on an autonomous, yet objective, life of 
their own- 'Form: he proclaimed, 'is henceforth divorced from matter. In 
fact, matter as a visible object is of no great use any longer, except as the 
mould on which form is shaped? (Ewan 1988,25) 

The image becomes a separate entity from the actual object; image is what is published, 

what is observed, and what is desired. All attention is focused on the image, as most 

people never actually encounter the original object Waltcr Benjamin stated that '[elvery 

day the urge grows stronger t o  get hold o f  an object a t  very close range by  way o f  its 

likeness.' (Benjamin 1968) Because o f  its accessibility, desire is stronger for  the image and 

what it represents than for the real object itself. 

The 'power o f  the disembodied image is that it can free itself from the encumbrances 

posed by material reality and stil l lay claim to that reality. A t  the same time that  the image 

appeals to  transcendent desires, it locates those desires within a visual grammar which is 

palpable, which looks real, which invites identification by the spectator, and which people 

tend to  trust' (Ewan 1988,90) The source o f  the photograph is real; therefore, the public 

believes the image to also be real, but  it can be manipulated and transferred in a way that 

the real object cannot. Images portrayed in the media are perceived as fact by the general 

public, In the public eye, reality must conform to the image, rather than the image 

conforming to reality. The inconclusive conception o f  reality that is portrayed through the 

media is hypeneaiity. 

An understanding o f  the role and effects o f  media on our lives is achieved through an 

appreciation o f  'how images are designed and manipulated to  convey a message, and how 

the media environment shapes the way in which we live.' (Forsberg 1993, 11) Mass media 
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images have the power to make the ordinary extraordinary, because representation and 

abstraction are selective o f  the qualities o f  the object that are depicted. Only the most 

seductive and desirable aspects o f  the object wil l  be featured in its image. The goal o f  the 

manipulation of  media images, both in contort and content, is to intensify consumer 

desire. Desire is enhanced by creating an image contuct in which the consumer understands 

the gratifting aspece o f  possessing the commodity The context o f  an image can be 

altered and recreated in  such a way t o  give an entirely new meaning to the object, tapping 

into a new set of desires. The media provides an arena where '...cutting things out o f  their 

normalized contacts and playing them agatnstlwith one another, [the media] can open a 

dimension o f  relative freedom from the old domination that assigned specific places and 

roles and imposed an obligation to a certain logical closure' (Knesl 1985) This condition 

of undefined dosure is hyperrealityc 

Commercial photography for advertisements, books, and magazines offers hyptneal visions 

of perfection, models for the public t o  desire and strive for. It is hyperreal because 'Iflrom 

conception to  execution, ,photograph[y] is carefully distanced from real experience.' (Ewan 

1988, 87) Photographs used in  the mass media a r t  visually manipulated into idealized 

images that are understood by viewers as reality, but in fact, are not real a t  all. Fashion 

models with flawless bodies and buildings devoid of people or clutter do not exist  Because 

o f  the ubiquity and authcrity o f  these images, they are perceived as genuine, and believed 

to be obtainable. 'Photography gave substance to  the idea that images could be the 

conclusive expression o f  reality on the one hand, and exist autonomous o f  that  reality on 

the other.' (Ewan 1988,25) This simultaneous presence o f  opposite realms o f  existence is 

the hypeneal. 

H I T E  T U R E  R E P R E S E N T  

Media imagery creates the cultural condition o f  hypeneality, which then mediates all 

aspects o f  our culture, including architecture. Beyond this general condition o f  media as 

culture, hyperreality also affects architecture through specific architectural imagery. 

Conventionally, architecture and mass media images have been considered as existing in 

separate worlds: while buildings are permanent and enduring, images are fleeting and 

immaterial. According to this mindset, hypeneality would have tittle impact on the discipline 

o f  architecture. The effects o f  mass media and hypeneality on architectural representation 

and publicity can be understood through an awareness of the similarities between 

architecture and fashion, which has already been established as a discipline with a 

fundamental association to  the media and the language of images. Through an 
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understanding o f  architecture's relationship with the media, the impact o f  the hypeneal 

culture on the discipline o f  architecture can be elucidated, 

fashion, architecture, & med ia  

The relationship between fashion and architecture has conventionally been viewed as a 

paradoxical one. Both have a similar function-to protect the body-yet one is regarded as 

permanent while the other is transitory. Robert Venturi describes this distinction as: 
'[A]rchitecture is essentially background shelter that has t o  exist for 
hundreds o f  years, while clothes serve primarily t o  protect the body from 
the elements and to veil it for the sake of modesty. Clothing is temporary 
by its ven/ nature, and architecture, by its very nature, is as permanent as 
anything human can be in reality.' [cited from Fausch 1994) 

The mass media has provided a venue for the resolution of this paradox, Architecturai 

discourse becomes part o f  the cultural phenomenon of  fashion when it is transformed into 

an image made accessible through the media and available for application to the lives of 

people worldwide- Architecture is made impermanent when it becomes an image, and 

image becomes permanent when it causes a physical change in an environment Similar 

mass media portrayal, design processes, identification role, production, and consumption 

of fashion and architecture form 'unquestionable evidence of the commodification o f  

architectural discourse that is by now routinely associated with 'postmodernism'.' (Wigley 

1995, 50) Mark Wigley states that ultimately 'architecture ends up caught somewhere 

between the artificial demands o f  fashion and the realistic demands o f  modern functional 

life.' (Wigley 1995, 316) He is describing architecture as functioning in a condition o f  

hyptncality. In the context of  mass media, architecture can be understood as fashion. 

architectural publ ic i ty 

The publication o f  architectural photographs transforms the building into an image like 

any other found in a magazine or book- In ASmall HistoryofPhotography, Walter Benjamin 

stated that '[alnyone [can] observe how much more easily,architecture can be grasped in 

photographs than in reality,' (cited from Colomina 1994, 47) because the image is an 

edited version o f  the building. A building has conventionally been considered as only 

being completely understood through physically being in it; however, this is not possible 

on a mass scale. Architectural representation is the contemporary means of  accessing 

architecture. Architecture is objectified because '[t]o present architecture as an object, t o  

assimilate the object within its image, is to make it accessible.' (Colomina 1994,70) The 

transformation o f  architecture into an image also causes it to be subject to manipulation, 

and therefore, a hyperreal perception. Photography allows buildings t o  be captured in a 

state of  perfcction, or they can be modified to  achieve such a state- In architectural 

publicity, the ideal building site is in the mass media, where the building is frozen i n  time, 
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unchanged by age, grime, water, or weather. Photography allows for the publicity of  'an 

ideal object and an ideal sitem (Calomina 1994, 111), that can never be actualized. Through 

the transformation o f  architecture into a consumable image, buildings have become 

hypeneal. 

It is impossible to create architecture without image; photographs, drawings, models, and 

exhibitions are all images capable of being manipulated and transferred, and arc an integral 

part o f  the architectural process. The image is not a consequence o f  architecture, it is a 

component o f  it- f i e  permanence of architecture is reconciled with the novelty that 

society craves through the changing nature of  the image. In his essay The Painter of 

Modem Life (1863), Baudclairc describes the mark o f  cultural progress as 'the transient, 

the fleeting, the contingent; it is the one half o f  art, the other being the eternal and the 

immutable.' [cited from Harvey 1989, 10) This conceptual joining of the ephemeral with 

the permanent is a description of  the current condition o f  contemporary architecturc in a 

context o f  hyperreality; it is the synthesis of architecture and image Media and architecturc 

complement one another: architecturc grounds mcdia and mcdia empowers architecture. 

T H E  S T A T U S  OF M E A N I N G  

The perpetual novelty associated with contemporary mass media images provides unlimited 

choices and possible combinations with which the postmodem consumer can construct a 

lifestyle. However, various sources suggest that a lifestyle based on images is ultimately 

mediocre because o f  the lack o f  significant meaning associated with such images. 

Furthermore, these sources state that the transformation o f  an object into an image allows 

it to participate in the media cycle of introduction, acceptance, and death, but simultaneousty 

releases it from its original significance. These critiques of  a media influenced culture 

stem from the desire to  return to a concept of  reality that existed prior to hyperrcality. 

They are a reaction to  imagery, not a synthesis, and represent the impasse reached by not 

critically engaging hyperreality. Architecture is placed in a critical situation that can be 

resolved through a reconciliation of architecturc and image, and the potentials for new 

meanings found in  hyperrcality. 

critiques of media as  culture 

In The Work ofArt in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, Walter Benjamin stated that 

something is lost when a painting or other work o f  art is reproduced and made generally 

available, It loses 'its presence in time and space, its unique existence at the place where 
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it happens to be", in addition to  its 'authenticity-its testimony to  the history which it has 

experienced,-[its] traditional value: [Benjamin 7968) Benjamin refers to that which is 

lost through mechanical reproduction as the 'aura: 'What was special in the original-its 

aura-is liquidated, fragmented, dcconsecrated in  the copy.- Although the reproduction o f  

an art work makes its acquisition mere democratic, the reproduction is also less sacred. 

Ripped from its original context, its original meanings are lost' (Ewan 1988,93) The form 

in which art is most often encountered is one in which it is incomplete, and cannot be 

completely understood. When the aura is lost, the original is debased, and its meaning is 

devalued. The copy becomes an image devoid of  meaning, ubiquitous through the process 

o f  mechanical reproduction, 

fn addition to techniques o f  mechanical reproduction, the meaning attached to objects is 

believed to have become weakened because the role o f  the object has changed. Postmodem 

culture has been characterized by a shift in the physical and perceptual nature of  consumer 

goods, from an emphasis on  production to one o f  consumption, This has led to a condition 

o f  'transitoriness and reproducibility as hallmarks o f  a cultural production system that had 

hitherto explored uniqueness and pennancncc." (Hawey 1989, 346) Craftsmanship and 

quality have lost their importance in a postmodem 'society driven t o  create a perpetual 

desire for need, for novelty, for endless difference and instant satisfaction (Faunchou 

1987) Contemporary consumer products have lost their symbolic significance, the 'human' 

qualities attached to  product., such as value or traces o f  human labour- This is because 

products have become abstracted through the mass media and the manufacturing process; 

the images have become ubiquitous, and lost their sense o f  uniqueness. 

Confusion and discomfort often result from the inability to find meaning in rapidly changing 

image milieu. The  ceaseless bombardment o f  unrelated imagery leads only to a gradual 

emptying o f  images o f  their emotional content- Images are converted into endless 

commodities manufactured to postpone boredom; humans in turn are commodified, 

consuming themselves nonchalantly without having the courage or even the possibility o f  

confronting their existential questions." (Pallasmaa 1996,22) There may be a dilution o f  

meaning when significance is placed on anything promoted through the media. 
'As style becomes increasingly ubiquitous, other ways o f  knowing, 
alternative ways o f  seeing, become scarce. The ability to stylize anything- 
toothpaste, clothing, roach spray, dog food, violence, other cultures around 
the world, ideas, and so on-encourages a comprehension o f  the world 
that focuses on its easily manipulated surfaces, while other meanings 
vanish to all but the critical eye Most notable, as the evanescent becomes 
increasingly 'real,' reality becomes increasingly evanescent" (Ewan 1988, 
262) 
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A condition of hyperreality can result in the meaning of design becoming lost amidst the 

confusion between what is real and what is unreal. A simulation o f  reality may be accepted 

as reality. As images 'become models from which people design their living spaces, or 

themselves, extreme alienation sets in, One becomcs,.increasingly uncomfortable in one's 

own skin.' (Ewan 1988,91) A sense o f  dissatisfaction is ecpcricnccd when unreal images 

are applied to real lives, because the outcome can never meet the compelling expectations 

promoted in a magazine. The context of the image cannot translate into real life. 

The liberation of  surface from matter may be accompanied by the dissociation o f  image 

from experience, According to Walter Benjamin, 'what characterizes experience is that it 

retains no trace o f  itself-. (cited from Colomina 1994,72) Experience only lives in memories, 

i t  docs not have evidence o f  its existence that can be sensed over and over, Media images 

are sensed repeatedly, until they are consumed and replaced, addressing human desires as 

a means of escaping the conditions o f  daily life. Images allow for vicarious ocperiencc- 

timid and safe. Images become our primary mode o f  being in the world, as they are easier 

to experience then the original, which becomes forgotten, This dissociation of seductive 

images from physical experiences often results in the acceptance of the authority of the 

image, implying that the substance is irrelevant. The image is familiar; the original is alien. 

Genuine experiences can become inconsequential, unless they arc substantiated and 

validated by the image cycle. In such a situation, 'the chasm between imagc and reality 

widens; we experience a growing sense o f  disorientation.' (Ewan 1988, 269, 271) Stuart 

Ewan imagines that the way out o f  this confusion is difficult, but that for 'meaningful 

alternatives to come into being, the dominance o f  surface over substance must be overcome' 

through a 'reconciliation o f  image and meaning.' (Ewan 1988, 271) The dissociation o f  

image from experience cmphasizcs the duality of the real and unreal, widening the gulf 

between them. Hyperreality brings the concepts of  real and unreal together; therefore, a 

way to find new meanings and understandings through design in an image immened 

culture is via an investigation that includes an interpretation of the present, undeniable 

condition of hyperrcality. 

a crit ical position for architecture in a hyperreal culture 

Hyperreality is an inclusive concept, for it affects everything related to our existence in an 

image based culture. Architecture is mediated through both general, collective media 

images and architectural images. Media images, in a general sense, communicate the 

values of  our culture, providing a cultural context within which to interpret architectural 

experience, thereby enriching that experience. The architectural imagc provides information 

about the cultural meaning of the building, in addition to its significance as an experiential 
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object The original building can no longer solely provide architectural meaning, because 

its meaning is linked to its cultural representation. Images cannot be a substitute for the 

building, and our understanding o f  the building is incomplete without images. Both are 

necessary to find architectural meaning in  the hyperreal context 

Because of architecture's association with representative imagery and existence within a 

media based culture, the current condition in which architecture resides is one poised 

between reality and hyperreality. It is real because it is an inhabited physical object, and 

hypeneal because o f  its involvement with the media. The realization o f  the difference 

between the real building and the hyperreal world created by media imagcs is where 

meaning can be found in contemporary architecture, enabling one to understand how 

together they provide a complete understanding of  the building and its cultural significance 

This allows us to understand the building as a bodily experience, and to see imagcs as 

representation, rather than simulation, The architectural experience is mediated both by 

the real building via the body, and by hyperreal culture via the mass media. 

A S T R A T E G Y  
[conclusion] 

"In all the arfs there is a component which can no longer be considered or 
treated as it used to be, which cannot remain unaffected by our modem knowledge and 
power." 

Paul Valery, Pieces sur L'Art 
(cited from Beniamin 1968) 

In the current postmodern condition, where hyperreal images influence daily existence 

and the meaning derived from design, the discipline of architecture cannot proceed as it 

did before hyperreality became established. This essay has proposed that meaning in 

contemporary architecture can be accessed through an understanding o f  the difference 

between the real building and the hypeneal world of images. The successfuI communication 

of meaning in this manner requires a strategy for the development o f  architecture that 

acknowledges that hyperreality affects the perception and design o f  all objects. 

The architectural experience is mediated primarily by the set of values communicated 

through general media imagery, and secondly, through architectural imagery. One docs 

not need to have previously viewed an image o f  the specific building that one visits in 

order to have an image-mediated ocperiencc, Collective mass media images mediate our 

experience of being in the physical building. What we photograph, look at, or sense, is all 
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influenced by images that  we have seen before. The key to  creating meaning in this 

context is to create a physical object that is somehow different from media images that 

have already been consumed by the masses. The role of  the architect in  this contemporary 

situation is to define an architectural position outside o f  the media, that  is not  self- 

referential, literal, or passive, as 3 way to  evade the status quo imagery found in  the media. 

This involves striving for design that  is not  directly influenced by media images without 

reinterpretation, resistance to the impulse to simulate the graphic image of magazine 

photographs, and the creation of an experience that cannot be soleIy mediated by previously 

witnessed images. 

Hyperreality establishes certain expectations o f  a building's scale, spatial quality, context, 

use, significance, and material. if those expectations a r t  fulfilled in the architectural 

experience, the building has failed t o  reveal the difference between reality and hypeneality. 

A point o f  departure for a critical architecture is the fact that human experience cannot be 

consumed. This can be accomplished by elevating experience over image. This allows the 

user t o  progress from the opacity and static nature of  the image to the translucency o f  

experience, with its limitless possibilities and encounters. The preconceptions provided by 

the media create the potential forsurprise. The safe world existing in the media is challenged 

by the presence o f  the unanticipated experience. In the image, everything is revealed, 

which makes the image consumable. The multitude of  perspectives, views, and sensory 

experiences provided by reality humble the singular vision supplied by visual imagery. The 

key to experience is through the engagement o f  the human senses with the architecture. 

Experience that is incapable of being consumed by representational imagery can be created 

through the incorporation of  change, the unconventional, and the unexpected into the 

design. 

One challenge for design within our new hyperreal existence is to provide architecture 

wi th an active quality. The impermanence associated with transformation and mutation 

cannot be consumed by the camera. It is purely experiential. This involves the incorporation 

of the sublime into the design, allowing for change and engagement between the world, 

the space, and the people moving and existing in it. Images are not capable of revealing 

the effects o f  time, which can be articulated through the architectural experience. '[All I 

matter exists in the continuum o f  time; the patina of  wear adds the enriching experience 

o f  t ime to the materials o f  construction.' (Pailasmaa 1996,21) Natural materials such as 

stone, brick and wood express their age and history, as well as the story o f  their origins and 

traces o f  human use, The sublime can also be accessed through the incorporation o f  

natural change in the design, such as the changes in the quality o f  l ight throughout the 
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day, or the physical alterations to the natural environment resulting from the turning o f  

the seasons, A sublime architectural element can act as a mediator between reality as the 

constantly evolving outside world and the reality created through the intentions o f  the 

architect These factors contribute to an experience that is constantly evolving and cannot 

be captured in a single image- 

The architectural experience can be elongated and intensified through extension, layering, 

blurring, and juxtaposition of architectural elements such as program, form, materiality, 

and contuR Programmatic elements can be juxtaposed and overlapped in a manner tha t  

is only evident through human experience, and cannot be witnessed through media images. 

When one visits the building and experiences a space with a uniquely configured use, or a 

space that sccms out o f  contact, one will see the difference between the building and the 

preconceptions o f  that building that were communicated through the mass media, The 

relationship o f  a building to  its site and context provides a potential for unanticipated 

experience The site can be engaged in the design through: framing specific views; blurring 

the boundaries between interior and exterior; the building's relationship with nature; or 

the incorporation or denial of the site's ff uxes and flows. The context of an architectural 

work can be manipulated in relation to the expected location dictated by images, precedents, 

and function. The positioning of the building in an unexpected context is a comment on 

its meaning, allowing its theoretical site to  be understood. 

Architecture can be considered as a stage on which the events o f  human life unfold. 

Experience can be enriched through the provision o f  places for people to interact socialfy, 

view one another, hear one another, or otherwise relate. The architectural stage can create 

or intensify interactions between people. Human experience can be articulated by using 

architecture to  focus attent ion on a particular event. A rcintcrpretation o r  

recontactualization o f  function can create spaces that allow for a certain type o f  human 

experience to  occur, This can also occur through the juxtaposition o f  functions, interior 

with exterior, or public with private. Users can gain insight into the daily events o f  the 

lives of  others through the architecture allowing for some overlap between public and 

private functions. These strategies serve to transform everyday events into theatre. 

A technique for creating the potential for social relations and human interactions is through 

the extension o f  the architectural promenade as a series o f  choreographed experiences. 

Pnis can be interpreted physically, as thc space that the public occupies in a building; as 

well as spatially, as what the public can experience via thesenses, The physical architectural 

promenade o f  the building can be extended through the penetration of  the public domain 
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into the private domain, allowing for the public to encounter the unexpected through 

participation in conventionally private functions, events, or spaces- The blurring of the 

boundaries between interior and exterior is a technique o f  drawing people into the building, 

initiating the promenade- The promenade can be extended spatially by b tuning and layering 

the public and private- This can be achieved through the use o f  transparency, translucency, 

and opacity. Through this technique, certain scnsm can be contrglled, particularly sight 

and sound- 

Architecture is more easily accessed by the masses when it is photographed as a surface, 

rather than sensed as a spatial experience, Spatial effects are three dimensional and are 

impossible to capture in  a two dimensional image. A design strategy that focusscs on 

spatial qualities rather than casiiy photographed surfaces evades the building's 

objectification into an image, Adolf Loos's 
=critique o f  the photography of  architecture and its dissemination through 
architectural journals was based on [the fact] that it is impossible to 
represent a spatial effect or a sensation. When he writes: 'It is my greatest 
pride that the interiors which I have created are totally ineffective in 
photographs. I am proud of the fact that the inhabitants o f  my spaces do 
not rccognise their own apartments in  the photographs..:, his point is 
that  photographs and drawings couid not adequately reproduce his 
interiors because these possess tactile as well as optical qualities-' 
(Colomina 1994, 270) 

Tactile qualities are not capable o f  being perceived as hyperreal, as they are not visual; 

they arc only real- Loos believed that these tactile qualities gave his buildings a significance 

that could only be accessed through experience, not image. Loos did not succumb to the 

power of photography, choosing spatial experience as a priority above personal publicity, 

and designing for the sensation o f  the occupant, rather than the eye of the camera. As 

Adolf Loos believed, architectural meaning related to spatial complexity and human qualities 

that appeal to  the senses other than vision, such as auditory or tactile, is only available t o  

the direct personal experience, One's perception of  reality is strengthened and articulated 

by the interaction of the human senses. 

Design strategies need to  address the body, as this is the location o f  architectural meaning, 

where the real and hyperreal distinction is realized. 'Critical design has to develop the 

special relation that architecture has to the body which it surrounds and to which it 

speaks imperceptibly.' (Kncsl 1985) This can be accomplished by the expression of  the 

traces o f  use left behind by people, and design that relates to how people use the space in  

a functional way. Spatial experience relates to an awareness o f  the body, and can make 

one feel large or small; exposed or hidden. Architectural images are static; they are frozen 
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in a specific viewpoint, framing a certain perspective. Moving through the space can make 

one realize that it is significantly different from the preconception communicated through 

the image. Experiencing the same view, but from a higher or lower position can provide a 

different perspective, Perhaps a photograph was taken from a position that cannot be 

occupied by the common user, but provided the desired representation for the image's 

author, The camera can flatten a space, or make it appear larger orsrnallerthan it realty is. 

These factors become evident through the senses o f  the body, providing an unanticipated 

experience. 

These strategies avoid the situation where ,,the work o f  art reproduced becomes the work 

of art designed for reproducibilityg {Benjamin 1968) Design that creates a user experience 

that allows for the realization o f  the d-flcrencc between the real building and hyperreal 

representative imagery enhances overail meaning. The user learns to understand the edited 

inforrnation provided in this postmodern representation o f  reality. The realization o f  the 

difference between the real and the hypeneal allows the significance o f  the building as an 

experiential object to be understood, and the representational intentions o f  the image's 

author to become clear. The architectural experience o f  the building is enriched by the 

element o f  surprise provided through realizing that a building contains more than the 

preconceptions offered by the media, Through encountering the unexpected, we learn not 

to implicitly trust images. When new images are introduced, the viewer knows that they 

contain a certain type of inforrnation about the building, product, or lifestyle, but that it is 

not a complete portrayal. The original and the representation each contain a different 

type o f  information and related significance, which together reveal the meaning o f  the 

object i n  an experiential and cultural contact. It is a synthesis that connects image with 

experience- 
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wallpaper magozine 



On the front cover, Wallpaper is described as a magazine about 'the stuff that surrounds 

you', One glance inside reveals that not just any stuff will do in this exclusive paradigm for 

stylish, contemporary living. Anything with an exceptional design or a stylish experience 

is eligible for inclusion- Though exclusive in terms o f  design and style, Wallpaper presents 

a much more inclusive view o f  the world than most current media, appealing t o  liberal 

notions such as multi-culturalism, gay culture, empowerment o f  women, and lack o f  national 

affiliations. Although produced in England, Wallpaper does not read, or look, like a British 

magazine. Multinational correspondents, featured products, food, and travel destinations 

give Wallpaper a global focus, rooted not  in  a physical location, but in the immaterial 

realm of style. 

'Launched i n  1996, the bimonthly journai has become an international hi t  wi th its target 

audience o f  successful and striving post-boomers (average age, 29.8 years)' (Fisher 1998), 

owing to  its seductive graphics, tongue-in-cheek text, deluxe lifestyle depiction, and 

identification role. The items and situations featured inside range from the inexpensive to  

the outrageous; the small to the large scale. Wallpaper has the ability to glamorize everyday 

objects when placed in  this stylish context m e  juxtaposition o f  the contemporary with 

the vintage allows for rccontuctualization and reinterpretation, and thus, the formation o f  

new meanings. The focus o f  Wallpaper may seem scattered: architecture, interiors, food 

and drink, fashion, entertaining, and travel; but one thing ties it all together-the desire 

for, and pursuit of, a life that is perfect Of course, the concept o f  'perfect' is defined by the 

magazine, and is predominantly linked to consumption. Wallpaper is a fantasy; we cannot 

afford most of the stuff, but we can afford the magazine. 

Although Wallpaper is not  an 'architecturen magazine specifically, it is a very architectural 

magazine. A Wallpaper 'image' has been created as an aesthetic style established by a 

series o f  visually related images- This image is packaged for distribution across the planet, 

to be incorporated into people's lives and subsequently, change the physical environment 

Like architecture, this magazine has the potential to alter the way people live their daily 

lives. The cuitural influence o f  architecture is evident in the articles solely about architecture, 

and in  the use of architecture in visual features along with fashion, objects, travel, or 

entertaining. '...Wallpaper may just be the best 'architectural' magazine going. What 

makes it so compelling is that-it sells products by using the allure o f  architecture and 

design. [In Wallpaper], architecture is a vessel for the desires o f  the reader, it completes 

the tableau and increasingly becomes it.' (Zeller: 1998) 

Wallpaper uses architecture in  a way that no other publication does. Conventional 
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architectural publications depict certain architectural images placed in a certain context 

Wallpaper does this as well. but it adds the aspect o f  lifestyle People are able to picture 

themselves i n  the images and contexts portrayed in the magazine, thus increasing desire 

for those images and contuctr This appeal to human qualities results in images better 

able to influence people on a mass scale. Architects may understand the language o f  

production used in architecture magazines, but everyone understands the language o f  

consumption used in Wallpaper. '[Wallpapcrj serves as an advertisement for the products 

o f  a profession that is too genteel to advertise itself. There aren't really any professional 

magazines that communicate architecture's appeal to the profession or the public in such 

a viscerally commercial [manner].' (Zeller: 1998) Although an uclusive lifestyle depiction, 

the magazine as an object ofcommunication is more accessible than most other architecture 

magazines. 
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S I T E  A N A L Y S I S  

A site for the design intervention, a mixed-use office building for Wallpaper magazine, has 

been chosen in New York City, specifically in the borough of Manhattan. The present offices for 

Wallpaper are located in London, England; therefore, another ofice located in Europe would be 

redundant Aside from Europe, Wallpaper's next largest target market could be assumed to be 

North America. Wallpaper's current American advertising manager is located in New York, as 

an indicator of a potential place for ofices on the North American continent 

New York City is a centre for publishing and 

media, as well as for the fashion industry. In 

fashion advertisements that list the locations 

o f  flagship stores, New York is always 

included. It has become a model o f  the 

epitomc of style, innovation, and 

sophistication on the planet, New York, 

specifically Manhattan, is representative o f  

the  best of leisure pursuits-hotels, 

restaurants, art ,  performance, design, 

shopping-and as such, is desirable as an 

image for Wallpaper.. The lifestyle depicted 

in Wal lpaper can be possible in  New York. 

Manhattan is the hub o f  leisure, corporate, 

and cultural activity in New York City. It is 

composed, for the most part, o f  busy streets 

forming a regular grid pattern of blocks 

completely built from sidewalk to sidewalk, 

Buildings conventionally fill their entire piece 

o f  real estate, and capitalize on it by repeating 

floor plates up into the sky. In some areas, 

mainly Lower Manhattan, Midtown, and the 

Upper East and West Sides, extremely tall 

buildings let little direct sunlight through, and 

create thin valleys in between blocks for 

movement and activity. Public space is 

typically limited to the streets and sidewalks, 

map of Manhattan with the area of he site arcled 
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some open park areas, and portions o f  the ground floors of  buildings- The density o f  

Manhattan, filled with a mixture o f  people, shops, offices, residences, restaurants, and 

galleries, is appropriate to the fast-paced Wallpaper lifestyle. Human movement is primarily 

pedestrian, by taxi, or by subway. The pedestrian movement that results from a dense 

environment is necessary for the success o f  the public aspects of  the program for this 

project 

The theoretical site for this project is based in a context of shopping. Shopping is the 

physical event o f  consumption; where the desires invoked by mass media images arc 

actualized. The concept o f  shopping is inclusive, like the media, while a particularstore is 

orcfusive, like a magazine. The department store in particular symbolizes the concept o f  

choice and accessibility, as most lifestyle aspects related to consumption are represented, 

An area with legibility as a place to shop provides a context o f  conventionality within 

which to form a critical architecture that does not become part o f  the shopping area, but  

comments on the role o f  shopping as a cultural phenomenon. 

Buildings designed for shopping relate to  the public 

through the window display. It is hypeneal; we 

do not just see a dress in a window, our mind's eye 

sees that dress in a media context-on a model, in 

a glamorous setting-and as a result, we desire 

that dress. The display is hyperreal because the 

dress is physically in front o f  us, and we see that it 

is merely fabric and thread, but it is simultaneously 

evocative o f  an image and its related connotations. 

The window represents the threshold between the 

accessibility of the sidewalk and the exclusive world on the other side o f  the glass, which 

can only be glimpsed through the display. The window display, along with the building, is 

the public representation o f  the fashion designer or store-it is advertising. It is media. 

Window displays are selective by nature, where only the most desirable or seductive items 

are placed in the window, because, in addition to previously witnessed media images, the 

window is what entices one to  enter. 

The downtown portion o f  Madison Avenue is home to powerful North American advertising 

agencies, while uptown, in the Upper East Side, it is the centre o f  Manhattan's fashion 

district This street is home to boutiques for many well-known fashion designen, as well 

as for accessories, jewelry, and other fine objects. These boutiques arc designed as an 

architectural representation o f  the image o f  the fashion designer's work, and participate in 
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the marketing o f  that image as much as clothing does. The Madison Avenue context 

allows for the perception of  this design intervention as an icon of  the ideology o f  Wallpaper, 

to be propagated as an image like a fashion boutique- This street represents shopping as 

an exclusive concept, filled with connotations o f  prestige and exceptional taste The context 

o f  Madison Avenue allows for the production (the magazine) and action (retail) of the 

media to exist in one location. 

The specific site chosen is on the northeast corner o f  the intersection o f  Madison Avenue 

and East 61R Street The site is currently occupied with two narrow buildings, likely dating 

to  the early twentieth century. Both are five stories in height, as is the similar building 

next to them, with commercial uses on the first two floors, and office space above- A gap 

approximately six feet wide runs in between the back o f  these buildings, as well as the one 

adjoining to the north, and the four storey building behind it facing East 61* Street The 

site measures forty-six feet along Madison Avenue and eighty-five feet along East 61* 

Street 

The site is near Rockefeller Center-the location o f  the offices o f  Wallpaper's owner, Time 

Warner-allowing Wallpaper to be perceived and interpreted as an independent entity, as 

creative control is held by its editorial director, but still placed in close physical proximity 

to its corporate parent The close proximity o f  Central Park, Museum Mile (home to the 
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Metropolitan, the Guggenheirn, and the Whitney, among 

others) and the shopping district o f  sth and Madison 

Avenues creates a loop with much to offer the pedestrian. 

The site is Iocated between smaller scale, mostly commercial 

and residential buildings to the north (uptown), and larger, 

mainly corporate buildings to the south (downtown). This 

places the site in a threshold; an interstitial zone between 

changing scales of urban fabric. The location o f  the site in 

the transitional zone between the smaller buildings uptown 

and the taller buildings downtown allows for a building o f  either scale to be appropriate. 

A smaller scale building on the site a l l om for exposure o f  the roof plane to nearby tall 

buildings, and its use for programmatic elements. The situation o f  this site at the end o f  

Museum Mile, one block east o f  Central Park, in the shopping district, and in the transitional 

zone between residential and corporate, places it at  the centre o f  all lifestyle elements: 

home, work, culture, recreation, and shopping. 

The site is located amongst a varied functional 

context-retail, residential, and office. Directly 

across Madison Avenue is the Helmsley Carlton, a 

hotel and residential building o f  fifteen stories. 

Across East 61" Street is a Cole Haan shoe store 

with approximately twenty stories o f  offices above, 

and a first setback after five stories. Diagonally 

across Madison Avenue is Barney's New York, 

which has eight stories with setback offices 

continuing for another nine floors. The north end 

o f  the block in which this site is situated is 

occupied by a fifteen storey residential building. 

At  the end of the adjacent block, on Madison 

Avenue at East 60h Street, are the Calvin Klein and DKNY flagship stores, located on the 

lower levels o f  office buildings. Barney's is a department store that carries only the most 

exclusive and status related products. It is a retail equivalent to Wallpaper. Walking 

through the door is an experience available to anyone, like picking up a copy o f  Wallpaper; 

making a purchase is a symbol o f  exclusivity, as is owning an object featured in Wallpaper. 
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D E S I G N  C O N C E P T S  

The design intervention, an office for Wallpaper magazine, is conceptually ordered as a 

collection o f  elements that function together to edit exterior influences and structure the 

interior space, These elements create a generalized field against which a series of event 

spaces unfold, exposing the activities within as public spectacle. This organization, along 

with the blurring o f  typically public and private functions, creates a context in which the 

processes o f  the media and image creation are revealed, both to perpetuate the myth o f  

the media and to  sustain desire and consumption. 

Thc Madison Avenue context of shopping is developed into the mixed use program for this 

design project as a mechanism for bringing the public into the building. The program is a 

combination o f  the spaces necessary for the production o f  the magazine, such as work 

areas, a photography studio, and conference room, along with public areas consisting 

primarily o f  retail, cafe, and bar. The retail component o f  the program is organized into 

five levels corresponding to several themes evident in Wallpaper magazine: interiors, 

entertaining, travel, fashion, and architecture/design (exhibition space). 

the public 
The word 'public' implies accessibility, but with different definitions of access. It can be 

interpreted as a hierarchy of inclusive and occlusive space. 'Public space' has a prescriptive 

use and its accessibility is regulated, in the manner o f  a park or a mall. The 'public realm' 

is non-prescriptive in its use and is unpredictable, completely accessible, exposed, and 

connected, like streets or alleys. However, all streets are not the same. A street located in 

New York City, in Manhattan, in the Upper East Side, is automatically perceived as being 

more exclusive than most other streets. Because of this exclusivity, the activities occurring 

on this type o f  street become more regulated, supervised, and prescribed. Madison Avenue 

is, by definition, in  the public realm, but this portion o f  it has a prescriptive use as a 

shopping district In that way, it is like a mall. It is difficult to categorize, as it is located 

somewhere in  between a public space and the public realm. Madison Avenue has a 

'publicness' that is incorporated into the design o f  this project 

The corridor between the buildings that currently extends along the rear o f  the site has 

been expanded into an exterior space; an appropriation o f  part o f  the public realm as an 

extension of the ground floor plan. This space is a passageway and a meeting place. It 

strikes a balance between the exclusive interior and the inclusive street; it is exclusive 
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exterior space. The views from inside the building to the exterior are primarily into 

this space, allowing the exclusive nature o f  the building to  blur into the exterior. This 

space is unexpected because conventionaliy, the building would occupy as much real 

estate as possible- The exterior space is inhabited on the street level by pedestrians 

and cafe customers, and vertically by the shoppers i n  the building using the stair 

system behind a glazed wall. The party wall o f  the building behind the site is used as 

a billboard for images produced by Wallpaper, which the shopper glimpses fragments 

o f  from the various levels o f  the building, or can view in a distorted manner from the 

exterior ground level- The image cannot be viewed completely until the magazine can 

be held in one's hands. The billboard is a completed image produced through the 

processes o f  the magazine, It has undergone a transformation fiom the transparency 

o f  the photography studio; therefore, it is displaced back fiom Madison Avenue into 

the exterior space. 

The design balances the notions o f  public space and public realm through the incorporation 

o f  the accessibility and functions of a public space, and the unpredictable nature of  the 

unfolding o f  human events o f  the public realm. The public atmosphere of  Madison Avenue 

flows into the entire main floor o f  the building and vertically throughout Typically, public 

areas o f  buildings are restricted to  the lower floors, but here, spaces for public use extend 

vertically through the building to  the roof. The publicness o f  the building can be primarily 

attributed to  a vertical chasm o f  space separating the retail floors fiom the work spaces. 

This chasm functions as an interior street connecting Madison Avenue and the rear exterior 

space. It is a continuation o f  the publicness of  the street into the building, allowing for a 

vertical connection between the retail floors and the public nature of  the street This 

chasm provides an atmosphere o f  accessibility. 

The public areas o f  this building are provided with legibility through the recognition o f  

urban elements o f  the public realm as a tool for guiding one through the building. These 

elements are designed t o  describe a scale which is understood as public. The stair to the 

second floor is articulated as an interruption of the interior street; its presence in this 

recognizably public area gives it legibility as a public element Also, its formal association 

with the public elements o f  the newsstand and cash desk give it legibility as a public stair. 

The stairs to the upper floors are identified as public circulation because their landings are 

extended to  contain seating areas, penetrating into the vertical shaft. The public elevator 

is provided with legibility as public circulation through adjacent bench seating areas which 

function conceptually like a bus stop, where one waits for transportation to  arrive. The 

cafe seating is recognizable as an urban element, similarly to a sidewalk cafe, drawing the 
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public atmosphere of the street into the building. The service counter opens to the 

exterior, further bringing the public atmosphere into the building. 

the filter 

A magazine functions through the process of  the intake of  a wide variety o f  information 

and distilling it down to an exclusive visual and editorial depiction of  a particular lifestyle. 

This process is translated into the project's parti by the magazine's spaces functioning as a 

conceptual filter between the outside world and the world created inside. The magazine 

serves as a mediator between the inclusivity of the street and the exclusivity o f  the interior. 

Spaces related to the production o f  the magazine are organized around the perimeter of 

the building, shielding the primarily retail spaces inside- Production as editorial filters E. 

61rr Street as private worlr space; production as image filters Madison Avenue as the 

photography studio, The editorial filter is separated from the retail floors by the narrow 

vertical chasm, allowing this filter to act as a backdrop for the events occurring on the 

retail floors; while the retail floors connect to the photography studio to intensify the 

immediacy of the image process, Production surrounds consumption, condensing the 

conventional time lag between the production and action of desire, and superseding the 

typical cycle- The magazine refines reality to feed consumption; as only those products, 

aesthetics, or views controlled by Wallpaper pass through the filter. 

The photography studio is conceptualized as a vertical extension of the window display 

precedent set up along Madison Avenue. The buildings meld into a common street wall; 

pedestrians are unaware o f  what is built above the window display, and do not know 

where one building stops and another begins because the eye is not drawn vertically. 

Everything above the window display disappears; it is inconsequential. Conventional window 

displays are similar t o  completed media 

images-immediate and opaque. The photo 

studio represents the experiential nature of the 

image in  process. The precedent for the 

photography studio acting as t h e  window 

display can be traced to Alvar Aalto's design 

for the Turun Sanomat newspaper piant and 

offices in Turku (1929). This design included a 

large screen on the front facade which :..was 

to have a copy o f  the daily front page of the 

newspaper projected on it, thus serving at once 

as advertisement and bil lboard for the 
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newspaper and an assertion of the building's identity..," (Pearson 1978, 80) The 

photography studio as window display serves a similar function in this design 

in tewen tion, 

The photography studio as a mediator between the interior and exterior is anaiogous to a 

camera's action o f  framing and focussing, Views are framed by fixed verticals and dynamic 

horizontals, expressed as the photography studio moving on hydraulics through a vertical 

shaft. The movement focusscs or expands views into and out o f  the building depending on 

the viewer's position relative to thc studio. Perception o f  the world on the other side of the 

photography studio is mediated and controlled by the position o f  the studio within the 

shaft, similarly t o  how perception is influenced by the images that the photography studio 

produces. From the exterior, the horizontal mullions on the glazed facade indicate "slots' 

for the studio to  occupy-the process of the studio moving to and aligning with these 

'slotsm is analogous to focussing a camera. Inside, the alignment and spatial connection of 

the studio with a particular retail floor allows the studio to act as an extension of the retail 

space as display, focussing attention on the immediacy of  the image, and its process of  

creation. Thc spectacle of  the moving studio and its exposed activities enhances fascination 

with the media, and increases desire for the objects featured inside. 

In the photography studio, the image process is exposed through the revelation that objects 

and people do not look as ideal or desirable as in mass media imagery. An understanding 

o f  how objects become images is achieved when the spectacle of the shoot is witnessed by 

shoppers as well as passersby. The boundaries of  the studio are blurred through its vertical 

movement and through its relationship to the exterior and to the retail spaces. The vertical 

movcmcnt allows for different views and perspectives of  the city to serve as a backdrop for 

photography shoots; from the busy sidewalk to the 'high-rise" view. Its movement is an 

indication of the activities of  the building to the exterior world. The activities of the studio 

can spill out into the various retail floors (and the roof), where various products are accessible 

as props, and different activities can serve as photographic contexts. 

The front corner o f  the building is the physical and conceptual link between editorial and 

imagc production, completing the filter. There are no partitioning walls on the inside, 

allowing the shopper a glimpse in from the interior of the building. To the exterior, its 

semitransparent walls reveal movement and shadow, and transparent views frame the 

activity inside. The framed views are located above the front, more conventional display 

window, which creates a precedent for the interpretation o f  these views as display; they 

arc the display o f  the activities occurring inside. This corner contains the photography 
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preparation areas, which function as a waiting area for staff and models, for the 

storage and display of small props and clothing, and work areas. 

exposure and spectacle 

The retail floors, rear exterior space, chasm, and filters create a neutral field against 

which the theatre of Wallpaper's activities unfold. Through an architectural framing 

of the unpredictable relationship between shopper and magazine, the drama of  everyday 

l i fe and i ts related unpredictable experiences unfolds. This unpredictability is 

consciously pursued by this design. Experience is heightened through the architecture 

making a spectacle out of ordinary events. The building reveals conventionally private 

functions, creating a new level of  visibility and exposure to scrutiny between public 

and private, and subsequently, a multitude of potential experiences. 

A magazine office environment can be interpreted as consisting primarily of collaborative 

work; however, privacy is required for certain tasks. Quiet work spaces for phone calls or 

computer work are separated from collaborative work spaces, which are integrated with 

the retail. The conceptual filter of the private work space block is translated into form as 

all inforrnation penetrating a transparent exterior layer, but only select inforrnation entering 

through a semitransparent interior layer. The tack of complete transparency of the glazed 

curtain shielding the work spaces gives it legibility as a private area. Its location adjacent 

to the  vertical chasm allows for it to be read as a continuous plane; a setting for 

events t o  play o f f  of. The private work area maintains an element o f  mystery, 

contributing to the myth of the media. The shopper is able to see vague movements, 

and can see staff enter and exit, but behind it the banal activities related to the 

computer and telephone remain hidden. 

Each retail floor has an embedded collaborative work area at which the magazine staff can 

work on various features. For example, when working on a fashion feature, the collaborative 

~ o r k  area on the fashion retail floor would be used. This allows the shopper to see the 

next issue o f  the magazine as a work in progress, while the retail environment functions as 

a large sample room of  objects to feature in the magazine. Work becomes display, and 

functions to sell. The fashion work area consists of  a rack on which to hang clothing that 

has been selected to appear in the magazine. This is visible to  shoppers as display. It 

allows the shopper a fashion preview before images of  the items are published, making 

these items o f  clothing instantly desirable- This exposure benefits both the store and the 

magazine, as people will buy the item o f  clothing, and later, buy the magazine to own the 

image o f  the clothing, as a form of  personal validation. 
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The collaborative areas are associated with recognizably public elements such as cash 

desks. The linking of the act o f  collaboration to public elements ensures visibility and 

allows i t  to be understood as a public spectacle. On the fashion retail floor, the 

change rooms are associated with the collaborative work area to ensure proximity o f  

the shopper t o  the activities of the magazine staff. This also allows clothing to  be 

tried on when staff at  the work area are making decisions regarding what items wiIl 

be used for the magazine. The change rooms play off of the curtain backdrop, as the 

rooms do not  have back walls- When people enter, they are faced with a view across 

the chasm. It is a feeling of exposure without actually being exposed, as the curtain 

is not transparent, and no inhabited area of the building is a t  an angle that wouid 

allow view into the change rooms. 

The collaborative areas are located adjacent to the bridges spanning the chasm and leading 

to the private work space, providing immediacy and proximity for these different types o f  

tasks in a hectic work environment The bridges and staff elevator areas create an 

architectural stage on which to witness the activities o f  the Wallpaper staff. Silhouettes 

and shadows are visible through the curtain, but these elevator areas are where appearances 

are made. This appeals to the cult of celebrity that has become associated with this 

magazine, These areas are the hub o f  a staff circulation network, where staff are seen 

arriving, rushing to the photography preparation area, moving verticafly through the building, 

and crossing into the retail realm. Thesc areas place absolute focus on the activities that 

are part o f  the process of creating this magazine. It is not a physical blurring of public and 

private, but rather an extreme clarity that places visual focus on conventionally hidden 

activities. 
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appendix a 

Several book and essay reviews were written to initiate the theoretical investigation. The reviews 
include both summary and interpretation, and were developed into the ideas presented in the 
critical essay portion of this project 



Colomina, Beatri~ Pt-ivocy and Publicity: Modern Architecture as Mass Media. 
Cambridge: The MfT Press, 1994. 

This book uses the example of the archival material of Adolf Loos and Le Corbusier to demonstrate 
the correlation between modern architecture and the mass media in the twentieth centuy These 
two architects represent two extremes of architectural publicity: Loos destroyed all traces o f  his 
work, while Le Corbusier excessively filed documentation of all aspects of his personal and 
professional life Colomina suggests 'that modern architecture becomes 'modern' not simply by 
using glass. steel, or reinforced concrete, as is usually understood, but precisely by engaging with 
the new mechanical equipment of the mass media: photography, film, advertising, publicity 
publications. and so on." (p 73) Gsentially, this book is 'not so much concerned with the relationship 
between architecture and the media as with the possibility of thinking of architecture as media-" 
(P 15) 

In the age of mass media. architecture has become focused on representation: drawings, 
photographs, and even the building itself- This is because the mechanism through which most 
people experience architecture in the twentieth century is through the media. The mass media is 
the true site within which modern architecture is produced and understood-it has become itself 
a typeof media Reyner Banham 'noted that the modern movement was the first movement in  the 
history of art based exclusively on 'photographic evidencen rather than on personal experience, 
drawings, or conventional books.' (pp 14-15) This interpretation necessitates a transformation of 
the physicality o f  architecture - no longer exclusively located on the construction site. but more 
and more displaced into the immaterial sites of architectural publications. exhibitions, and journals 
This immateriality allows architecture to be transformed into an article of consumption, a surface 
stripped of mass and volume 

Coiomina discusses photography as the mechanism through which architecture has become a 
media image, an object accessible to people anywhere in the world. Architecture is more easily 
understood by the masses when it is photographed as a surface, rather than sensed as a spatial 
experience Spatial effects are nearly impossible to capture through photography. The publication 
of architectural photographs transforms architecture into an object like any other found in a 
magazine It is no longer 'real'; it has lost aspects of time and place This media manipulation 
through photography changes architecture into a news item, regarded as fact by the general 
public, too perfect to be questioned. Le Corbusier exploited this media phenomenon by eliminating 
the site from photographs o f  his buildings. making them into objects independent o f  place. 
Photography allows for the publicity o f  'an ideal object and an ideal site". (p 111) 

The publicity of architecture through photography, a medium easily disseminated across the world, 
is geared towards the creation of a desirable lifestyle image, a fashion to be consumed by the 
masses. This has resulted in architecture becoming essentially all about shopping, Media depiction 
of architecture creates a consumable image used to commodify not just architecture, but other 
objects as well. Publicity o f  Hitchcock and Johnson's 1932 exhibition 'Modern Architecture" in 
the Museum of Modern Art and the book that accompanied it, The In temotionolStyle: Architecture 
since 1922, created a modern architectural image as well as creating an "image for mass consumption 
in the form of  the multiple, relatively affordable, designer objects that were part of [the exhibition]: 
rugs, chairs, lamps, tables, appliances. and so on.* (pp 207,209) Architecture become like fashion 
when it is reduced to a surface devoid o f  site and space, made accessible through the media, ready 
for application to the lives of people worldwide Commodification and an aura of novelty bring 
architecture into the realm of fashion through the mechanism of the mass media. 
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Ewan, Stuart. All Consuming Images: The Polifics of Style in Contemporary Culture. 
New Yo&: Basic Books, 1 988, 

Ewan's book is a discussion o f  the impact of style and image on contemporary culture. their 
mechanisms o f  incorporation within that culture, and the implications o f  their prominence A 
break from the past is represented through style as a visual, unified, aesthetic expression of  a 
particular period in t ime Ewan describes style as 'a visible reference point by which we have come 
to understand life in progress" (p 23) The most common expression of  style is that which is 
personal; a device for constructing a unique sense o f  self that is acceptable to society while 
creating an individual image. 

Personal style is constructed from a collection of images offered through the media, These surfaces, 
devoid of bodies or volume float free in the immaterial world o f  the mass media, ready to be 
adopted to  the lifestyle of a particular individual. The term 'imagem is used in two different ways: 
as an immaterial visual item distributed through the mass media; or  as a social identity filled with 
meaning. Mass media images (in the sense of the former) are used to construct a personal, 
lifestyle, or  corporate image (the latter). In a society that values the surface, the appropriation of 
an image into the style market requires that the image must be: 'able to  be disembodied, separated 
from its source; capable of being 'economicatly' mass produced; and able to become merchandise, 
to be promoted and sold.' (p 247) Images, by any definition. are always tied to consumption- 

Photography is the mechanism through which object becomes image Surfaces become liberated 
frorn matter, taking on an independent existence while rendering the matter disposable. The "power 
of the disembodied image is that it can free itself from the encumbrances posed by material reafity 
and still lay claim to that reality. At  the same time that the image appeals to transcendent desires, 
it locates those desires within a visual grammar which is palpable, which looks real. which invites 
identification by the spectator, and which people tend to trust' (p 90) Photographs offer visions 
of perfection, a model for the public to desire and strive for. Because of  the ubiquity of these 
images, they are very real to people, and believed to be obtainable, 

A culture in which social relations are dependent on style must cope with the frustration of  the changing 
nature ofstyle It is something that is used up; it dies. 'Style is a process of creating commodity images 
for people to  emulate and believe in. Such emulation, though, is not without its costs. As frozen, 
photogenic images-in ads or style magazine-become models from which people design their living 
spaces, or themselves, extreme alienation sets in. One becomes-increasingly uncomfortable in one's 
own skin.' (p 91) People find themselves identifying with superficial images that are not real; however, 
real bodies or spaces never can live up to the mirage presented in a magazine Dissatisfaction with a 
lifestyle based on artificiality is the ultimate outcome 

Photographs and media images are distanced from real experience; they are intended to be a fantasy, 
This dissociation of seductive images frorn true experiences leads to the encouragement of the acceptance 
of the authority of the image, implying that substance is irrelevant Genuine experiences become of 
little consequence, unless they are substantiated and validated by the world of style In the midst of 
such charades, the chasm between image and reality widens, and society experiences a growing sense of 
disorientation- (p 269,271) Ewan imagines that the way out of this confusion is difficult. but that for 
'meaningful alternatives to come into being, the dominance of surface over substance must be overcomew 
with a 'reconciliation of image and meaning.' (p 271) 
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Faunchow, Gail. "Fashion and the Culturuf Logic of Postmodemity." Body invaders: 
Panic Sex in America- Eds. A Kroker and M. Kroker, Montreal: New World 
Perspectives, 1987. 78 - 93, 

The twentieth century has witnessed a shift in the nature o f  consumer goods. from an emphasis on 
production to one of consumption- This change has been fueled by the mass media, information, 
technology. and electronic reproduction. Craftsmanship and quality have lost their importance in 
a 'society driven to create a perpetual desire for need, for novelty, for endless difference and 
instant satisfactionm (p 82) Consumers no longer use products until they wear o u t  Functional 
products are discarded when the consumer is seduced by images o f  new products disseminated 
through the mass media- Products are prematurely obsolete in a society trained by the mass 
media to become bored easily. 

Contemporary consumer products have lost their symbolic significance; the 'human" qualities 
attached to products, such as value or traces of human labour, This is because products have 
become abstracted through the mass media; the images have become ubiquitous, and lost their 
sense of uniqueness, Jean Baudrillard describes this shift as: T h e  era o f  function and the signified 
has revolved, the era o f  the signifier and the code is beginning." (p 81) Rather than humans 
attaching significance to the product. the product now gives us significance, We feel inadequate 
without owning the products whose images we are bombarded with. 

"The object o f  postmodernity has finally become the true object o f  consumption, Baudrillard argues, 
when ',released from i t .  psychic determinations as symbol; fram its functional determinations as 
instrument; from i ts commercial determinations as product; (it) is thus liberated as a sign to be 
recaptured by-the formal logic of fashion: " (p 81) This sign is the disembodied, free-floating 
mass media image, which has become the most representative aspect o f  contemporary consumer 
products- We are existing in 'Baudrillard's world of the hyperreal, and the infinite simulacrum. the 
abstract, compulsive innovation o f  signs: arbitraw but perpetual, empty but brilliantm (p 82) 
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Fausch, Deborah et 01, editors. Architecture: In Fashion, New Yo&: Princeton 
Architedural Press, 1994. 

The introduction of Architecture: In Fashion creates a context for the subsequent essays by 
establishing the similarities between the disciplines of fashion and architecture Their relationship 
has conventional[y been viewed as a paradoxical one, where both have a similar function, to 
protect the body, one is static while the other is transitory. This paradox is exploited in mass media 
advertising, where architecture is used to give fashion an aura of timelessness and permanence- 
However, the true existence o f  fashion is in the media; this is where fashion is created and where 
it lives 

In the age of mass media. architects have become similar to fashion designers- '[Alrchitectural 
haute couture. like clothing design, relies upon the designer's unmistakable and presumable 
inimitablesignature or style to guarantee its authenticity-- A world that is increasingly virtual has 
created a desire to own something that is real, that one has only previously witnessed in the mass 
media "[flashion can be understood as a 'field" in which symbolic transformation or social alchemy 
occurs through the imposition o f  the signature. It acts as both site and instrument o f  a 
transubstantiation which, without changing the physical quality of an object, radically alters its 
social role By thus engaging in the production of value the signature, whether outright signature 
or identifiable style. is what creates architecture as such-" This mark o f  authenticity is fetishized 
through the mass media, more so than the object itself, creating a desire to possess it 

"In" Architecture: Observing the Mechanisms of Fashion by Val K. Warke 

Warke's essay establishes similarities between architecture and fashion through an analysis of 
fashion processes. Historically, architects have abided by Frank Uoyd Wright's statement 'I'll live. 
As l'li die, As I am! No slave o f  fashion or sham.". believing architecture to be timeless rather than 
indicative of a particular time and place Also. the cost and scale of architectural works traditionally 
resulted in architecture being viewed as immune to the systems of fashion. 

Warke outlines the mechanisms through which fashion is formed. Established fashions are 
confronted and challenged by new ones. First, inspiration is identified, then secondly. transformed 
into something desirable. Third, an icon is selected as a tangible version of the fashion, capable of 
being sold. The fourth step occurs once a fashion has taken hold, and is marked by the eventual 
loss o f  virtually all original significance. The final stage is death. "The death of fashion is inevitable. 
While asserting i ts  conspicuousness and distinctiveness. a fashion simultaneously desires its 
integration and acceptance within a culture. A fashion dies when it becomes completely accepted 
and stereotyped-" One can easily draw parallels between this system and architectural production 
and promotion through the mass media, 

Warke make a distinction between fashion and style A style is defined as the identification of a 
cluster of formally similar, established fashions. Style is subsequently used to describe and age or 
an era. Fashions are challenging by nature; styles are defensive. An interesting question arises 
when one thinks of where contemporary architecture lies in this distinction. Does contemporary 
architecture challenge, as fashion does, or does it describe something already established, as style 
does? 
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Wig ley, Mark. White Walls, Designer Dresses: The Fashioning of Modem Archifecture- 
Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1995. 

This book is an exploration of  the prominence of the white wall in modem architecture, using the 
example o f  Le Corbusier, whose Lbrt decoratif d'aujourd'hui of 1925 presented one of  the most 
definitive theories of the white wall. Le Corbusier argued that modern architecture must be white 
for more than aesthetic reasons; the moral, ethical, and functional aspects of architecture depended 
on the whiteness of its surfaces. The white surface became the bond between early modem 
architectural works- White was the theme that made these works recognizable as modern 
architecture and as a cohesive unit In a way. the white wall was the uniform of  modern architecture 

Through photography and the mass media, the idea that modern architecture is white was 
successfuliy disseminated to an international audience. The white wall is an architecture created 
for the mass mcdia It is a surface. both in photographs and in reality- Its ideal location is in the 
mass media, where it is frozen in time. unchanged by grime, water, or weather. In reatity, the white 
wail was criticized for not aging well, as dirty or peeling surfaces ruined the illusion. This ideal, 
pure image was strong enough to result i n  the identity of modern architecture becoming located 
in its white surfaces, so much so that they continue to define modern architecture long after 
architects started to remove the layer of  paint in favour of exposed concrete or metal. 

Le Corbusier's book condemned the ornate decoration of the 191h century as a lie that disguised 
modernity. This representational layer of  ornament hid the modern techniques of  construction 
evident in the skeleton underneath. Le Corbusier and his colleagua drew extensively on 19'" 
century arguments about the relationship between architecture and clothing when promoting the 
morality of  the white wall. 'Supposedly. modern architecture strips o f f  the old clothing of  the 
nineteenth century to show off its new body, a fit body made available by the new culture of 
mechanization. The modern building is naked and the white wall accentuates that nakedna by 
highlighting its machine-like smoothness. The white paint is meant to be the skin of  the body 
rather than a disimulating layer of dothing." [p xviii) Wigley argues that this white layer proclaiming 
that the architecture it covers is naked has an ambiguous role 'L[l]t is inserted into the space 
once occupied by clothing [ornament], without being clothing as such- It is not simply inserted 
into the space vacated by clothing. It is itself a very particular form of  clothing.' (p xviii] 

In the early days of modern architecture, an anaiogy with clothing seem to  be the easiest way to  
communicate the principles and evolution o f  this new architecture The familiar logic of clothing 
was projected onto an unfamiliar kind of  building. Both fashion and architecture possess a 'double 
function--mask and marker-by which the surface layer at once bonds the individual to a group 
and detaches this group from others." (p 172-3) In addition to the issue o f  identity, the complicity 
between architecture and fashion is witnessed in mass media portrayal, design processes, production, 
and consumption. These form 'unquestionable evidence of the commodification o f  architectural 
discourse that is by now routinely associated with 'postmodernism? (p 50) Modern architecture 
became a recognizable "look" that depended on the white wall, The stability and marketability o f  
this look was criticized as being a packaged fashion that would eventually be discarded like any 
other. Wigley states that ultimately 'architecture ends up caught somewhere between the artificiar 
demands o f  fashion and the realistic demands o f  modern functional life" (p 316) 
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appendix b 

Aseries of maquettes were built as a preliminary design exercise investigating building conventions 
in an urban context Each set o f  maquettes represents one typical building technique, and a 
manipulation of that element 



floor plates are convent 
surrounding the atrium 

the atrium 

the atrium 

loc 

located at the perimeter of  the building 



the curtain wall 

floor plates meeting the curtain wall 

floor plates receding from the curtain wall 

maquettes 1 60 



aximized area and number 

floor plates 

of floor plates 

reduced n urn ber and area of floor plates 

maqueftes 1 6 1 



public space the street and 

vertical penetration 

public space 

ground floor 

o f  public space 



the 

the 

the roof plane 

roof dissociated from the street 

roof inhabited and connected to the interior 




